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though characteristically Oriental civilization. Several of
their ideas of justice are amusingly crude. Among them
is the cutting off of a thief's hand. In one village we
heard of a long-drawn-out inquiry, the purpose of which
was to discover whether a criminal had committed robbery
with his right hand or his left, in order that the correct
one might be removed. We had some goods stolen one
day, and the local Dzongpen (mayor) found the thief's
brother but not the thief himself. The poor brother was
bastinadoed, and upon our exclaiming that this seemed
rather rough justice, it was pointed out that the brother
would see to it that the real culprit did not go unpunished,
so that the beating would be rightly administered in the
end. In comparison with the corrupt justice dispensed in
many Indian villages, where the poorest man invariably
gets the worst of it, this Tibetan S3^stem seems to have a
healthy side to its crudity.
One other amusing feature of Tibetan public life is the
way in which prominent officials keep " doubles/' or, in
the case of the truly great, several impersonators. If the
eminent man gets into a scrape or becomes involved in
political trouble whose seriousness demands a disappear-
ance as expedient, several wild-goose chases can be started
immediately, for the " doubles " will scatter in different
directions and go to ground if possible. The original will,
with luck, escape.1
As for our journey from this point, it has been described
in detail in other books. But I must relate one more
incident, characteristic of the East, where cruelty to animals
is not recognized as such, though the taking of animal life
is frequently considered a serious crime. One of our over-
loaded donkeys collapsed while descending a pass near
Shekar Dzong. Its driver, in true Oriental fashion, tried
to pull it up by the tail, causing the poor moke a certain
1 For an outline of Tibetan culture, see Ch. XIV of The Assault on
Everest, 1922, and an article in the Musical Times for February ist,
1923, both by the present writer.
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